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SECOND YEAR SECOND SEMtrSTER (April/May, 2016)

trXTMT 218 . FIELD THEORY
(REPEAT)

Answer all Questions Time: Two hours

Ql. State the Coulomb's law in Electric field.

(u) A total amount of charge Q is uniformiy distrgbuted along a thin, straight,

plastic rod of length .L.

Find the electric force acting on a point charge q located at a point P

(i) at a distance d far away along the rod direction from one of its end;

(ii) at a perpendicular distance gi frorn the mrdpornt ol the rod.

(b) Suppose a very large sheet has a uniform charge density of o coulomb per

square meter. Find the electric field strength where the iocation of the point

of intersection coincides with z - aris.

Q2. (a) Define the term electric dipole.

Prove that the electric potential Q at a point P at a distance r form the dipole

of moment p is given by
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and the electric field components due to the dipoie is given by
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where E" and Ee are field components along the radial and angular direc-

tions. (P.T.O)
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(b) state and prove the poisson's equation in erectric fie.d.

(a) State the Biot-Savart law and prove that V.B: O.

(b) show that the equivalence between Biot-savart add Ampere,s rawi
brought out by determining the magnetic field d au. to "" ,*,,conductor carrying a steady current through it.

(c) Particle '4 with charge q and r'o,ss ?r.4 and particle B with charge 2q arhB are accererated from rest by a uniform magnetic field into semipaths' The radii of the trajectories of the particres A and, B are Rrespectively' The direction of the magnetic field is perpendicurar to the 
€

of the particle. Show that ma: mB : ! . g.

(a) Define the term magnetic flux density and the magnetic dipole _o*r,
An amount of charge e is uniformly distributed gver a disk of radius
disk spins about its axis with angular verocity c.,,. Find the magneti
mombnt of the disk. 

)(b) Find the magnetic field at the center of a current carrying square coil rwith sides 2a.
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